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Magtech license and produce a Structural Insulated Panel (SIP) based wall solution for 
housing construction. Faster to build with, and thermally much more efficient than 
conventional/traditional wall solutions, our EMoX Magnesia Cementboard clad, load bearing 
panels, are also completely rot, mould and insect resistant. 

This install guide has been purposely kept simple and, should there be complexities in your 
building design that need special attention not covered within this document, please refer to 
your supplier as the permutations possible in wall construction and building design are so 
numerous that it is only practical to cover the basic principles here. Install training available 
from Magtech. Experienced certified installers are recommended as for any building solution. 

Our SIP panels are nominally 1200mm x 2440mm, 2745mm or 3050mm and are designed to 
be used as structural load bearing exterior walls (165mm thickness) to be finished with an 
AS4284 compliant weatherproof render or cladding system. A 900mm panel width is also 
available. The panels can be used for internal walls (110mm thickness) also, and are taped 
and flush at the joins and imperfections in a similar way to conventional plasterboard 
products. The 1200mm panels have formed taper edges (for ease of flushing) that resist 
cracking (versus machined edges common in other similar systems). 

Storage and Protection

Install

Magtech SIP Panels (note wire chases 300mm from each edge)

When Magtech panel are stored on site they must be fully supported and preferably 
protected from the weather elements. Store panels on a flat surface with at least 3 equally 
spaced supports. Cover stored panels with tarps or similar protective wraps. When panels 
are used as roof elements, roofing should be immediately applied or panels protected with 
a temporary cover. 
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A SIP wall shell is normally erected on a cement slab or a Magtech Cassette insulated 
flooring system. In the case of cement, the edges should be square (i.e. not beveled or 
rounded). SIP panels sit over a bottom plate which in turn has a butyl rubber gasket under it 
and a Z flashing at the side. These plates are “anchor” bolted to the concrete according to 
the local code demands as would apply to framing solutions. 

Assembly Details

Site Preparation

Panel ready to sit over bottom plate Panel connected
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Corner Connections

Assembly Details

LVL corner connectors glued and screwed Corner Assembled

Panel top plate and cap Panel top plate and cap assembled
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Door and Window Openings

Spline Joins

Mini SIP box splines glued and screwed into place connect the panels

This sequence of 3D drawings is exported from the production model and is the same for 
door openings except that the lower section is not needed and the bottom plate stops at 
the panel edges less 8mm. 
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Stacked Panel assembly

Door and Window Openings

Wide over normal Wide stacked over normal
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Roof Panel System (when required) and when not truss

Control joints

While movement within the Magtech SIP system is negligible there can of course be soil 
movement and other such factors that might “stress” the structural panels and it is therefore 
recommended practice to include control joints at: 

A: The first panel join in from a corner in either direction.  

B: One side of window or door header/cill panels. 

C: No more than 3 panels in running width. 

Control joints are made as follows and are on the outside skin only: 

Magtech’s insulated roof panels have a 10mm Emox magnesia cement board lower support 
“skin”, an EPS core and a Trapezoid profiled upper metal skin with 50mm overlaps. They are 
combined with Box section steel to give an effective lightweight, thermally efficient roof 
system easily installed in remote locations. 
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End of Guide REV2

Notes to the builder

All erected wall panels should have a simple water based sealant such as a concrete 
bonding agent in a dilute 4:1 mix rolled or brush splashed on as soon after erection as is 
practical. While the magnesia cement board is not affect by moisture this replaces the need 
for moisture barriers, and all common renders and paint products will bond better to 
surfaces thus treated. 

Assembled wall panel systems that are to be rendered require aluminium mesh at the 
corners and openings and all screw holes and gaps require flushing sometimes additional to 
what would normally be calculated. 

While the SIP system can be painted with an acrylic texture paint it is normal for it to be 
finished with an elastomeric Acrylic render with a reasonable base coat and build, and in 
either case the finishing system must be certified and applied to meet AS4284. The surfaces 
to be rendered or painted must be dry at the time as is normal with all exterior cladding 
methods including brick and concrete. 
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